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Abstract
Sequencing of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) has been one of the primary techniques used
for transcriptome analysis in a wide spectrum of species including those utilized for aquaculture.
However, many researchers are still unfamiliar with the many genome applications and byprod-
ucts of EST analysis, and they often regard ESTs as only short random sequences. Additionally,
lack of cDNA library normalization, project planning, and quality control have often restricted the
value of EST resources created in many laboratories. This review aims to address these issues
by providing information on the construction of normalized cDNA libraries for efficient generation
and analysis of ESTs and by highlighting the significance of EST analysis for the genome
research of species lacking a sequenced genome. A successful EST project can provide the
sequence tools needed for not only gene discovery, but also for physical, linkage and compara-
tive mapping, analysis of alternative splicing and gene duplication, and microarray development. 

Introduction
A good discussion of transcriptome analysis
requires us first to review the genetic central
dogma and define our terms. The entire
genetic material of an organism is defined as
its genome. The DNA of an organism is tran-
scribed into RNA and then translated into pro-
teins as the final biologically-active molecules.
The entire RNA composition of an organism
thus is defined as its transcriptome while the
complete protein component of the organism
as its proteome. While the genome is relative-

ly stable for a given organism, the transcrip-
tome is dynamic depending on changes in
development, physiological conditions, and
the environment. The RNA expressed in a cell
at any given moment, both the classes of
genes expressed and their level of expres-
sion, depends, therefore, on the biological
state of the cell. 

Sequencing of expressed sequence tags
(ESTs) has been a primary approach in the
characterization of the transcriptome. ESTs
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mentor and colleague, but also a role model for the author to work relentlessly for scientific dis-
coveries since 1988.
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are single pass sequences of random cDNA
clones. They are partial cDNA sequences cor-
responding to mRNAs generated from ran-
domly selected cDNA library clones.
Therefore, knowledge and skill in cDNA
library construction, library normalization, and
analysis of generated EST sequences are
essential for a good understanding of the
transcriptome. In this review, I intend to pro-
vide information on (a) construction of normal-
ized cDNA libraries for efficient generation
and analysis of ESTs and (b) significance of
EST analysis for the genome research of
species lacking a sequenced genome. A suc-
cessful EST project can provide the sequence
tools needed for not only gene discovery, but
also for physical, linkage, and comparative
mapping, analysis of alternative splicing and
gene duplication, and microarray develop-
ment. 

Construction of Normalized cDNA
Libraries for Efficient EST Analysis

EST analysis has traditionally been conducted
by sequencing random cDNA clones from
cDNA libraries. Such an approach is efficient
at initial stages of gene discovery but has
proven to be inefficient in the gene discovery
of rarely expressed genes. Theoretically, a
typical fish or shellfish species expresses per-
haps no more than 30,000 genes, considering
that the human genome contains only some
25,000 genes. At initial stages of EST analy-
sis, the gene discovery rate is almost linear to
the EST sequences generated. Thus, it
appears, at first glance, that even a small lab-
oratory can complete gene discovery of the
entire transcriptome of a species in less than
a year. For instance, if one can sequence 100
ESTs a day, it only takes 300 days to com-
plete 30,000 ESTs. However, the rate of gene
discovery usually drops precipitously soon
after reaching a level of several hundred
ESTs. This phenomenon can be easily
explained when one considers that several
hundred of the most abundantly expressed
genes make up the vast majority of the mRNA
mass in cells. The chances of encountering
cDNAs representing rarely expressed genes,
therefore, are small without normalizing the

cDNA library. For example, only 100 genes
accounted for 33.9% of the transcriptome in
the head kidney of channel catfish (Table 1).
Only 23 genes, sequenced five or more times,
accounted for 250 clones of the 1,093 clones
(22.8%) sequenced from the catfish liver (Fig.
1). It is estimated that levels of mRNA can
range from 200,000 copies to 1 or fewer
copies per cell (Galau et al., 1977). By using
regular cDNA libraries, the most abundantly
expressed genes would have been
sequenced 200,000 times before the most
rarely expressed genes are sequenced just
once. Clearly, EST sequencing from non-nor-
malized libraries is inefficient for gene discov-
eries of rarely expressed genes.
Normalization decreases the prevalence of
clones representing abundant transcripts and
dramatically increases the efficiency of ran-
dom sequencing and rare gene discovery.

Normalized cDNA libraries are cDNA
libraries that have been equalized in repre-
sentation to reduce the representation of
abundantly expressed genes and to increase
the representation of rarely expressed genes.
This concept was initially proposed by Soares
et al. (1994) and further modified by Bonaldo
et al. (1996). In the original protocol, partial
extension products of the cDNA library were
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Genes (no.) Clones % sequenced

10 100 9.4

20 302 14.3

30 389 18.5

40 462 21.9

50 520 24.7

60 570 27.1

70 615 29.2

80 655 31.1

90 685 32.5

100 715 33.9

Table 1. The top 100 expressed genes
account for 33.9% of the transcriptome of the
catfish head kidney.



used as drivers. Single-stranded (ss) libraries
were prepared. The ss-library was then
extended from poly A for 20-200 bases. The
partially extended products were used as dri-
vers for normalization (Soares et al., 1994).
The protocol was then modified to use PCR
amplified cDNA inserts as drivers (Bonaldo et
al., 1996). In some other cases, mRNA has
also been used as drivers. In these cases, the
corresponding mRNAs used for cDNA synthe-
sis were biotinylated with photobiotin and
used in excess for hybridization with the
cDNA. The hybridization was then treated
with streptavidin, followed by phenol extrac-
tion. The cDNA-mRNA hybrids and mRNA are
removed by phenol extractions. Only the
unhybridized cDNA remain in the aqueous
phase for use in construction of normalized
libraries. While the details of how the subtrac-
tion is conducted may differ greatly, the basic
principles behind normalization are the same,
i.e., they all depend on the faster hybridization
kinetics of abundantly expressed genes to

form double-stranded complexes that can be
removed by various means. 

We have used the CreatorTM SMARTTM

cDNA Library Construction Kit for the synthe-
sis of cDNA (Zhu et al., 2001). In our experi-
ence, this kit provides high-quality, full-length,
directionally cloned cDNA Libraries from
nanograms of total or poly A+ RNA. This sys-
tem has two unique characteristics. The first is
provided by the SMART (Switching
Mechanism At 5’ end of RNA Transcript) that
offers the ability to synthesize full length
cDNA (Fig. 2). Most commonly used cDNA
synthesis methods rely on the ability of
reverse transcriptase (RT) to transcribe
mRNA into single-stranded (ss) DNA in the
first strand reaction. In some cases, RT termi-
nates before transcribing the complete mRNA
sequence. This is particularly true for long
mRNAs, especially if the first strand synthesis
is primed with oligo(dT) primers only or if the
mRNA contains abundant secondary struc-
tures. The SMART system is designed to pref-
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Fig. 1. Expression profiles and sequencing redundancy among known genes in the analysis of ESTs
from the channel catfish liver tissue. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic presentation of the procedures for the construction of normalized cDNA libraries. 



erentially enrich for full-length cDNAs, while
eliminating adaptor ligation. The mechanism
for the enrichment of full-length cDNA is the
use of a 5’-linker with 3’-GGG tails. Reverse
transcriptase has terminal transferase activity
that preferentially adds three additional Cs at
the end of first strand cDNA. As a result, the
first strand cDNA is able to base pair with the
5’-linker with 3’-GGG tails. Once base paired,
the reverse transcriptase would switch the
template and extend into the linker sequences
allowing PCR amplification of full-length
cDNA. Truncated cDNAs are not able to base
pair with the 5’-linker, and therefore, get lost in
the PCR amplification of the full-length cDNA.
The second feature is provided by the Creator
system. The Creator System allows the trans-
fer of a target gene from a single donor vector
directly into multiple acceptor expression vec-
tors using Cre-loxP recombination. Using this
method, any gene cloned into a specialized
cloning vector (such as pDNR-LIB) can be
transferred into any acceptor vector for func-
tional analysis without the need for sub-
cloning. Since this feature is less relevant to
EST analysis, interested readers are referred
to the web site of BD Biosciences
(http://www.clontech.com/clontech/techinfo/m
anuals/PDF/PT3577-1.pdf). 

cDNA synthesis. Depending on the avail-
ability of biological samples, different proto-
cols should be adopted. If biological samples
are limiting (e.g., 50 ng of total RNA), cDNA
synthesis can be accomplished by long-dis-
tance PCR. In this protocol, a modified
oligo(dT) primer (CDS III/3’ PCR Primer)
primes the first-strand synthesis reaction, and
the 5’-linker serves as a short, extended tem-
plate at the 5’ end of the mRNA (Fig. 2). When
the RT reaches the 5’ end, the enzyme’s ter-
minal transferase activity adds a few addition-
al nucleotides, primarily deoxycytidine, to the
3’ end of the cDNA. The 5’-linker which has an
oligo (G) sequence at its 3’ end, base-pairs
with the C stretch, creating an extended tem-
plate. RT then switches templates and contin-
ues DNA synthesis to the end of the 5’-linker.
The resulting full-length ss cDNA contains the
complete 5’ end of the mRNA, as well as the
sequence complementary to the 5’-linker.

Now long distance PCR is used to amplify the
cDNAs using the 3’ PCR primer and the 5’-
primer. Only those ss cDNAs having a 5-link-
er sequence at the 5’ end and the 3’-linker
sequence at the 3’ end can serve as tem-
plates for PCR. Incomplete cDNAs lacking the
linker sequences will not be amplified, thus
allowing construction of cDNA libraries with a
high percentage of full-length cDNAs. If bio-
logical samples are not limiting (e.g., 1 mg or
more poly A+ RNA is available), after the first
cDNA is made, direct primer extension is con-
ducted using the 5’-linker to generate the sec-
ond strand cDNA. 

The quality of mRNA or total RNA (in case
of small amounts of starting material) is the
key to the construction of high quality cDNA
libraries or the normalized libraries thereafter.
We generally check the quality of RNA by run-
ning a gel. Typically, the 28S and 18S RNA
should form tight bands while the mRNA
appears as a smear (Fig. 3). The ratio of the
two bands should be roughly 2:1 (28S:18S). If
the prominence of the 28S RNA is decreased,
it is a reflection of partially degraded RNA.

Normalization and subtraction. Several
strategies have been developed for the nor-
malization of cDNA libraries. The fundamental
principles behind all the normalization proce-
dures are the same, and they all depend on
the differential hybridization of abundant mol-
ecules over rare molecules. We have used a
strategy utilizing the Evrogen TRIMMER
DIRECT Kit (http://www.evrogen.com/p3_2.
shtml). This system is specially developed to
normalize cDNA enriched with full length
sequences (Zhulidov et al., 2004). The
method involves denaturation-reassociation
of cDNA, degradation of ds-fraction formed by
abundant transcripts, and PCR amplification
of the equalized ss-DNA fraction. The key ele-
ment of this method is degradation of ds-frac-
tion formed during reassociation of cDNA
using Duplex-Specific Nuclease (DSN)
enzyme (Shagin et al., 2002). A number of
specific features of DSN make it ideal for
removing ds-DNA from complex mixtures of
nucleic acids. DSN displays a strong prefer-
ence for cleaving ds-DNA in both DNA-DNA
and DNA-RNA hybrids, compared to ss-DNA
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and RNA, irrespective of the sequence length.
Moreover, the enzyme remains stable over a
wide range of temperatures and displays opti-
mal activity at 55-65°C. Consequently, degra-
dation of the ds DNA-containing fraction by
this enzyme occurs at elevated temperatures,
thereby decreasing loss of transcripts due to
the formation of secondary structures and
non-specific hybridization involving adapter
sequences. 

In addition to the normalization proce-
dures, we have also used additional drivers
for subtraction. The subtraction drivers were
determined from our previous EST analysis of
40,000 ESTs of catfish. Cluster analysis of the
catfish ESTs allowed the identification of
abundantly expressed genes. We decided to
subtract any message whose representation
was over 2 out of 10,000. In other words, if the
transcript was found over 8 times in the
40,000 ESTs, they were defined as abundant-
ly expressed. This led to the identification of
538 genes for subtraction. The inserts of the
EST clones containing these 538 genes were
amplified and used as additional drivers for
subtraction. 

Significance of EST Analysis and
Byproducts, Applications of EST

Resources
The significance of EST analysis has been
recognized ever since the first EST analysis
experiment was conducted (Adams et al.,
1991). However, most scientists who are not
familiar with EST analysis may only partially
recognize its value. In this section, I will pro-
vide information concerning objectives of
genome research that can be reached by EST
analysis. 

EST analysis is one of the most rapid
methods for gene discovery and identification.
A small collection of ESTs in a species with-
out any genome information can result in the
rapid identification of a large number of
genes. Gene discovery and identification is,
therefore, the primary function of EST analy-
sis. 

Back in the 1980s, to clone a gene or a
cDNA was very difficult. Ph.D. students were
put to the hard task of gene cloning for three
to six months to clone a cDNA. In most cases,
the cloned cDNAs were quite highly
expressed. Adams et al. (1991) put forth a
procedure defined as the analysis of
expressed sequence tags (ESTs) that techni-
cally involves direct sequencing of random
cDNA clones. However, the outcome was
extremely significant. Rather than conducting
cDNA cloning through traditional screening,
re-screening, purification, and sequencing,
direct sequencing of cDNA clones allows
rapid gene discovery that often times includes
the cDNAs for the genes of interest. At the
same time, many other cDNAs are identified
that are also of high scientific interest. For
instance, during our EST work back in 1997
using manual sequencing, analysis of just 100
clones from the pituitary cDNA library led to
the identification of growth hormone,
gonadotropins, prolactin, and proopiome-
lanocortin cDNAs, all of which were of great
interest, and the cloning of which would have
otherwise taken us a much longer period of
time and greater effort and resources (Karsi et
al., 1998).

Sequencing of 2,228 EST clones from the
head kidney tissue allowed identification of
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Fig. 3. Quality checking for RNA (A), cDNA syn-
thesis (B), and normalized cDNA (C). Lanes 1-5 of
(A) were RNA from head kidney, liver, skin, muscle,
and gill. Lanes 1-3 of (B) were cDNA made from
muscle, liver, and head kidney. Note the prominent
bands over the cDNA smear. Lane 4 of (B) is 1 kb
molecular weight standard. Lanes 1-4 of (C) were
normalized cDNAs from head kidney, liver, and gill
with lane 5 of (C) as 1 kb molecular weight stan-
dard.



753 distinct known genes plus 739 unknown
gene clones (Cao et al., 2001). Sequencing of
1,201 clones from the brain led to the identifi-
cation of 330 known genes plus 330 unknown
genes (Ju et al., 2000). In 2001, the catfish
EST collection reached a historical 10,000
clones that allowed the identification 5,905
genes. These ESTs were the basis for the first
aquaculture species to be listed under the
TIGR Gene Index in 2002. As of 2005, our
catfish EST collection reached 44,000 that
represented 25,000 unique gene sequences.
Clearly, it is the high gene discovery rate of
EST analysis that has allowed the identifica-
tion of such large number of genes. To my
best knowledge, there is no other method that
can provide an equal gene discovery rate as
EST analysis while also providing long term
genome resources for many other applica-
tions. 

Because of the exceptionally high gene
discovery rate of the EST approach, EST
analysis has been extremely popular. The
EST database dbEST has been one of the
fastest growing databases at NCBI. As of
January 20, 2006, there are 32,889,225
entries in the NCBI’s public EST database
dbEST (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/dbEST/
dbEST_summary.html). 

ESTs provide a first glance at gene
expression profiles. EST sequencing from
non-normalized cDNA libraries should reveal
the true representation of the mRNAs in the
tissues or cells from which the cDNA libraries
were made. Large scale EST analysis is,
therefore, a direct way to conduct expression
profiling (Franco et al., 1995; Azam et al.,
1996; Lee et al., 2000). It offers a rapid and
valuable first look at genes expressed in spe-
cific tissue types, under specific physiological
conditions, or during specific developmental
stages (Ju et al., 2000; Cao et al., 2001; Karsi
et al., 2002; Kocabas et al., 2002). To demon-
strate this point, once again, let me use the
example of our EST work from the pituitary of
catfish. Sequencing of just 100 EST clones
revealed that the majority of clones
sequenced from the pituitary were in the cate-
gory of hormones (Karsi et al., 1998). As we
all know, the pituitary is the organ whose main

function is production of hormones involved in
various physiological regulations. When large
numbers of ESTs are sequenced, a relatively
accurate picture can be obtained for gene
expression profiling, as has been demonstrat-
ed in various species (Lo et al., 2003; Kimura
et al., 2004; Song et al., 2004; Kurobe et al.,
2005). 

When EST analysis is conducted using
cDNA libraries constructed from various tis-
sues, the generated ESTs can provide a com-
prehensive comparison of gene expression in
different tissues. In most recent cases, such
tissue expression profiling has been mostly
accomplished by microarray analysis.
However, direct sequencing of ESTs from tis-
sue libraries can provide very similar informa-
tion. In addition, EST analysis using cDNA
libraries from various tissues provides a
greater control to investigators as to how deep
each library is sequenced. Alternatively, some
investigators prefer to attach a molecular tag
on each of the tissue cDNAs by using different
adaptors attached to the oligo dT primers dur-
ing the first strand cDNA synthesis. Such mol-
ecular tags allow tracking of the cDNAs for the
tissues from which they were derived. 

ESTs provide a robust approach for the
study of alternative splicing and differential
polyadenylation. ESTs provide a good deal of
information about alternatively spliced and
polyadenylated transcripts. Although the num-
ber of genes now seems to be quite smaller
than we once thought, the number of distinct
transcripts can be much larger. As summa-
rized in a recently published special issue of
Science, the total number of distinct tran-
scripts can be an order of magnitude larger
than the number of genes (a series of reviews
on RNA can be found in September 2, 2005,
issue of Science: vol. 309. no. 5740).
Alternative splicing and differential polyadeny-
lation are probably widespread. Different tran-
scripts probably exist in nature for many, if not
most, genes. However, using traditional mole-
cular biology approaches, one would have no
way of knowing what other transcripts are
expressed in the cells, other than the few that
have been accidentally identified. In contrast,
a wide variety of transcripts are sequenced in
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EST projects. If primary cDNA libraries are
used, the chances of finding various tran-
scripts are proportional to the representation
of the transcripts in the mRNA pool. However,
if normalized libraries are used, the chances
of finding rare types of transcripts are greatly
increased.

EST analysis is the most efficient way for
the identification of type I polymorphic mark-
ers. ESTs provide great opportunities for the
identification of type I polymorphic markers.
Markers can be divided into type I markers
and type II markers. Type I markers are mark-
ers associated with genes of known functions,
whereas type II markers are markers devel-
oped from anonymous genomic regions.
Obviously, when polymorphism is the major
interest, sequence variations within gene cod-
ing regions are lower as restricted by func-
tional constraints, and thus development of
type I markers is relatively more difficult.
However, type I markers are of greater value
because genes are highly conserved across a
wide spectrum of evolution. In addition to their
value for linkage mapping, type I markers are
also useful for comparative mapping.

EST analysis can provide two types of
type I markers: single nucleotide polymor-
phism within transcripts, and microsatellites
associated with ESTs. As a matter of fact,
these approaches of developing type I mark-
ers are among the most effective approaches.
For instance, an SNP rate of 1.32% was found
during analysis of 161 genes in catfish, mak-
ing comparative EST analysis one of the most
efficient approaches for the identification of
SNP markers within genes (He et al., 2003).
Analysis of 43,033 catfish ESTs led to the
identification of 4,855 EST clones containing
microsatellites (11.2%). Further cluster analy-
sis revealed that the majority (4,103) clones
represent unique genes (Serapion et al.,
2004). Obviously, not all microsatellites identi-
fied in EST analysis are directly useful as
markers. Several situations may be encoun-
tered. First, the microsatellites may exist at
the very upstream of ESTs; second, the
microsatellites may exist in the downstream
immediately before poly A; and third, the
microsatellites may be flanked by simple

sequences. In all these three cases, the iden-
tified microsatellites cannot be directly used
until further sequences are obtained by
genomic sequencing. In addition, flanking
sequences used for primer design may ampli-
fy introns that are not known from EST pro-
jects, making allele prediction difficult.
Nonetheless, as a byproduct of EST sequenc-
ing, EST-associated microsatellites are by far
the most efficient way for the development of
type I microsatellite markers.

Related ESTs are useful for the identifica-
tion of duplicated genes. EST analysis pro-
vides one of the most efficient ways for the
identification of duplicated genes. Gene dupli-
cation is a widespread phenomenon in fish.
Despite the great debate about the origins of
duplicated genes, whether through entire
genome duplication followed by differential
gene retention and gene loss, or through
duplication that does not involve duplication of
the entire genome, studies of duplicated
genes are still limited by technical difficulties.
Even for entirely sequenced genomes,
genome assembly can even be hindered by
duplicated segments. EST analysis should
produce sequences of related transcripts that
can be analyzed through phylogenetic
approaches. For instance, if two related tran-
scripts are found from channel catfish, and
one of them is more closely related to a tran-
script from blue catfish than related to the
other transcript from channel catfish, these
two transcripts are likely encoded by two
duplicated genes, rather than products of
allelic variation (Fig. 4). The rationale is that
allelic variation of the same species should be
smaller than the variation between species. In
this case, if the two transcripts are more
closely related between the two species, the
transcripts are likely orthologs. In contrast, if
the transcripts are more distantly related,
even though it is encoded by the same
species, it is likely a paralog (gene duplication
products in evolution). Therefore, through
large-scale EST analysis followed by phyloge-
netic analysis, large-scale differentiation of
orthologs and paralogs becomes possible.

ESTs serve as the basis for comparative
mapping. The basic concept of comparative
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mapping is based on the assumption that the
genomes of closely related species are highly
conserved in the organization of their genes.
Thus, ESTs can be used as a great resource
for comparative mapping. First, EST
resources from aquaculture species can be
analyzed to determine on which chromosomes
their corresponding genes reside in complete-
ly sequenced genomes such as zebrafish and
Tetraodon nigroviridis. We have found that the
Tetraodon genome sequence is of good quali-
ty and works well for comparative genome
analysis. For instance, a large number of cat-
fish ESTs have been identified to correspond
to genes from all 21 chromosomes of
Tetraodon (see Table 2 for an example). The
idea is that if the genome organization is high-
ly conserved between the catfish and
Tetraodon, then many of the chromosome-
specific ESTs should be also located on the
same chromosomes in catfish. Testing of this
hypothesis should be much easier than map-
ping blindly without any information. Second,
once conserved syntenies are identified, the
genes between the conserved genes can be
easily verified by using the EST resources. For
instance, in a recent study involving BAC end
sequencing, over 100 mate paired genes were
identified on both ends of BAC end sequences
(Xu et al., 2006). Direct BLAST searches
allowed identification of conserved syntenies
with the zebrafish and Tetraodon genomes.
Once the conserved syntenies are identified,
the internal genes between the mate paired
genes on the BAC ends can be inferred by
determining the genes between these genes
in the zebrafish or Tetraodon genomes. Once
the gene identities are determined, sequenc-

ing primers or hybridization overgo probes can
be designed using the EST resource. Direct
BAC sequencing or overgo hybridization
should verify if the genes existing between the
mate paired genes in zebrafish or Tetraodon
indeed also exist in the same location in cat-
fish. Such an approach has been demonstrat-
ed to be highly efficient for comparative map-
ping (Xu et al., 2006).

ESTs provide the basis for integration of
genetic and physical maps. For efficient
genome research, linkage maps constructed
by genotyping of a resource family or families
using polymorphic DNA markers need to be
integrated with the physical maps. In most
cases these days, particularly with aquacul-
ture species, physical maps are constructed
using BAC-based contigs. Mapping of type I
markers derived from EST analysis on both
the linkage map and the physical map would
effectively integrate the two maps. While map-
ping of type I microsatellites and SNP on link-
age maps is straightforward by traditional link-
age mapping, mapping of the same set of type
I markers to BACs requires hybridization.
Traditionally, isolation of a large number of
probes from cDNA clones and hybridization
would involve a large amount of work.
However, use of overgo probes (Fig. 5) can
significantly reduce the work load for the iso-
lation of purified probe fragments. In this strat-
egy, an oligonucleotide primer can be select-
ed in the coding region of the cDNA, and an
antisense primer is then designed to partially
overlap with the sense primer by 8 bp. The
primers would form a duplex upon annealing
to each other, forming a structure that would
be perfect primed for “filling in” reactions by
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Channel catfish 1

Channel catfish 2

Blue catfish

Fig. 4. The dendrogramatic structure for duplicated genes. Note that one of the related channel catfish
genes was more closely related to a blue catfish gene and clustered into the same clade, phylogenetically
positioning the other related gene as a paralogue rather than an allelic variation.
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polymerase. Radioactive or fluorescent
nucleotides can be used during “filling in”
reactions to label the overgo probes. 

ESTs provide the basis for the develop-
ment of microarray technology. ESTs provide
the material basis for the development of
cDNA microarrays. cDNA microarrays are
constructed by amplification of the inserts
from a pool of unique ESTs. Therefore, in
most cases, after EST sequencing, ESTs are
analyzed through clustering analysis using
various software packages. Once the cluster
analysis is completed, the investigator should
know how many unique genes the ESTs rep-

resent. The inserts of the distinct and unique
EST clones are then amplified using PCR,
and the PCR products printed on microarray
slides. As a note, ESTs are also very impor-
tant for the verification of gene models for
completely sequenced genomes. As we all
know, the Human Genome Project was initial-
ly announced to be complete in 2000. While
politicians such as President Bill Clinton and
Prime Minister Tony Blair declared the histor-
ical completion of the project at this date, the
Human Genome Project was re-announced to
be complete in 2002, and once again was
announced to be truly completed in 2004.

BARD Workshop: Aquaculture Genetics – Status and Prospects

Tetraodon query Catfish hit E-value Repeat Motif No.

location (bp) of repeats

CAG04525 BM028034 2E-20 1 gt 11
CAF91213 BM425454 6E-19 461 tg 8
CAG07953 CB936804 8E-27 527 ca 23
CAG07953 CB936804 8E-27 575 ca 9
CAG01395 CB938863 3E-74 635 tc 10
CAG08047 CF262362 3E-20 18 ac 14
CAG05652 CF971555 2E-31 429 tga 15
CAF93405 CK403365 1E-37 403 aata 5
CAG01184 CK410393 1E-73 587 gt 14
CAG06269 CK411617 2E-55 152 gt 16
CAG01390 CK412611 2E-11 108 gatg 5
CAG01390 CK412611 2E-11 425 gttt 5
CAG08382 CK414367 2E-83 833 ac 14
CAG11623 CK414895 2E-29 43 ag 9
CAG11623 CK414895 2E-29 61 aaag 5
CAG10993 CK415834 9E-17 616 tg 9
CAG09843 CK417836 4E-64 575 atg 10
CAG10133 CK422325 4E-15 491 at 10
CAF99087 CV987962 3E-15 430 agc 6
CAG01185 CV988882 3E-63 574 gac 6
CAG01185 CV988882 3E-63 595 gac 6

Table 2. An example of the utility of ESTs for comparative mapping. Here, Tetraodon chro-
mosome-specific catfish EST hits are shown for Tetraodon Chromosome 1, along with their
microsatellite repeats for future mapping.



Between 2000 and 2004, the total number of
genes included in the human genome was
reduced from 40,000 to approximately 25,000.
Many wondered what could account for the
large reduction of 15,000 genes, as the
world’s most intelligent and highest caliber
scientists were involved in the mapping and
assembly of the human genome. These sci-
entists had learned that, without the hard evi-
dence of gene products such as ESTs, it was
not possible to have an accurate picture of
how many genes humans encode. The
40,000 gene number came from computation-
al predictions in 2000, 15,000 (37.5%) of
which were later found to be unsupported by
EST evidence and other expression data. 

Discussion
The factors one needs to consider for a suc-
cessful EST project depend on the objectives
of the project. However, a set of criteria
should be established at the inception of an
EST project and used to measure its subse-
quent level of success. These criteria include:
a high gene discovery rate, a high gene iden-
tification rate, a high capacity for the identifi-
cation of gene-associated type I markers, a
high rate of full length cDNAs, the ability to dif-
ferentiate orthologs and paralogs, the ability
to identify alternatively processed transcripts,
and an organized inventory so that the ESTs
can be used to develop cDNA-based microar-
rays or be distributed to other researchers
upon request.

Before the start of an EST project, the
researchers should evaluate the entire pur-
pose of the project in relation to their genome
program. For instance, if interspecific hybrid
systems are used for linkage mapping, then
development of ESTs from both species in
parallel may be of interest because many type

I markers developed from the EST project
should be directly useful for mapping, as we
have done with channel catfish and blue cat-
fish (He et al., 2003). 

The number of individuals used for con-
struction of cDNA libraries is important for the
identification of SNPs within the cDNAs. For
the most part, the majority of aquaculture
species are either diploid organisms or
tetraploid organisms. Therefore, there should
be some level of allelic variation in cDNA
sequences. However, including multiple indi-
viduals in the library should increase the pos-
sibility of SNP identification. In the construc-
tion of the catfish cDNA libraries, we used 10
individuals that were required for the collec-
tion of sufficient biological samples, but also
for the consideration of SNP discoveries. 

If EST analysis is a part of broader tran-
scriptome analysis, inclusion of biological
samples containing various genetic back-
grounds, tissues, developmental stages, and
physiological conditions should be consid-
ered. For instance, if disease defense genes
are of interest, it is best to include tissue sam-
ples after infection because some of the
defense-related genes may be expressed
only after infection. Inclusion of various tis-
sues should allow the capture of various tis-
sue-specific transcripts in sequenced ESTs.
Many genes are developmental stage specif-
ic. For instance, genes expressed at early
stages of life can only be captured by using
embryonic samples at various stages.
Similarly, certain genes are expressed only in
certain physiological conditions. For instance,
genes related to reproductive processes likely
are expressed when the animals are sexually
mature. 

The most important factor for a successful
EST project is the quality of cDNA libraries. Of
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5’-ccttagcgtgagggtgctaaggtagc-3’
                    ||||||||

3 -ttccatcgctttaaggaacggaaac-5

Fig. 5. The heteroduplex formed between overgo probe primers. This structure serves as template for
filling in reactions of polymerase, during which the newly synthesized probes can be labeled. 
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the important criteria for EST projects, most of
them are correlated with the quality of cDNA
libraries, i.e., gene discovery rate, gene iden-
tification rate, percentage of known genes
with complete open reading frames etc. The
most significant consideration is the quality of
starting RNA samples, the production of full-
length cDNAs, and efficient normalization. 

Several quality standards pertain to EST
sequencing or post-sequencing analysis. Of
these, important factors to consider include
average EST length, quality scores of ESTs,
usefulness and accessibility of ESTs, timely
GenBank submission, and proper level of
annotation. EST length and sequence quality
is often related to plasmid quality. Standard
plasmid kits such as those from Qiagen pro-
vide high quality plasmid DNA that allow long,
high quality sequencing reads. 

After completion of EST sequencing, prop-
er annotation is crucial to make the ESTs use-
ful. If the ESTs are properly annotated, they
will be searchable in the public databases.
Simply “dumping” the raw EST sequences
into public databases makes the EST
sequences much less useful not only for other
researchers, but also for the “dumpers” them-
selves. Finally, a good clone inventory is
required for successful EST projects as the
investigators need to be able to provide any
clone upon request. Scientists are excellent in
discovery and innovation, but are relatively
poor when it comes to inventory. A telling
comparison can be made between a scien-
tist’s ability to find proper inventories of EST
clones with that of a supermarket to find retail
items in the warehouse. It likely takes far less
time for WalMart workers to find any of the
tens of thousands of items in their warehouse
than for a scientist to find a cDNA clone from
his freezer. ESTs are valuable long-term
resources that require careful inventory prac-
tices to ensure their availability in the future. In
fact, EST resources often grow in value to the
researcher over time. For example, as the
genome resources of catfish have grown,
ESTs initially used for simple gene discovery
and expression analysis are now useful in
marker development, comparative mapping,
and gene duplication studies. 
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